Thermal, hydrous, and mechanical states of the mantle transition zone beneath southern Africa
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Abstract

Observations of P-to-S conversions from the seismic discontinuities near 410 and 660 km depth reveal the shoaling of the 410-km discontinuity and the deepening of the 660-km discontinuity beneath the Archaean cratons in southern Africa; consequently, the mantle transition zone is 20 km thicker than beneath post-Archaean regions and the global average. The discontinuity structure, combined with tomographically imaged seismic velocities, suggests a relatively cold ($\Delta T \sim 100$ K) and water-enriched ($\Delta OH \sim 20\text{--}35$% saturation) transition zone beneath the cratons. The thicker-than-normal transition zone correlates with surface geology and does not follow the track of African plate motion as numerical simulations of small-scale convection imply. The observations suggest that cold thermal downwelling is not the primary cause of the anomalously thick transition zone beneath the cratons, although it may exist in a confined area near the boundary between the Kheis thrust belt and the Namaqua-Natal belt. If thermal downwelling exists, its temperature anomaly at the 660-km discontinuity must be below the levels detectable by the method used in this study ($\Delta T \sim 60$ K). The spatial correlation between surface geology, high velocities beneath the cratons, and the transition zone structure indicates that the cratonic keels extend to the base of the upper mantle, substantially deeper than most estimates. Our results demonstrate the need to closely consider the effect of water content on seismic velocities beneath deep continental roots.
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1. Introduction

The upper mantle beneath southern Africa occupies an interesting place between a deep mantle upwelling and the Archaean continent. The high uplifted topography of Africa has been attributed to the upwelling of an anomalously hot mantle [1]. Global tomographic studies have confirmed the presence of a large-scale, low-seismic-velocity anomaly deep within the mantle [2,3]. The prominent low-velocity anomaly is more than 1000 km wide and rises upwards near 1500 km from the core–mantle boundary. A high-attenuation anomaly in the mantle transition zone beneath Africa,
imaged by waveform tomography, is interpreted as evidence that thermal upwelling associated with the low-velocity structure in the lower mantle persists through the upper mantle transition zone [4].

Near the surface, the South African lithosphere encompasses extensive Archaean cratons (Fig. 1), which formed under conditions unique to the Archaean, including a rapid series of tectonic processes involving magmatism and subduction [5,6]. As a result, the cratons are believed to possess unique chemical and physical characteristics compared to the post-Archaean continent. These characteristics include low heat flow [7], a composition of highly depleted peridotites [8], and a high-seismic-velocity keel that extends to depths of 200 km or deeper [9]. Questions remain regarding the true depth of the continental roots beneath southern Africa and elsewhere [10–12] and their role in continental evolution.

One possible role of continental keels is their effect on small-scale convection in the upper mantle. Numerical simulations predict cold thermal downwellings in the upper mantle adjacent to craton margins, where significant thermal contrast exists [13,14]. The relatively slow motion of the African plate and the large thermal contrast between the Archaean cratons and the oceanic lithosphere make southern Africa an ideal study area to search for small-scale downwellings adjacent to craton boundaries. While global tomography sup-
ports the notion of edge-driven downwellings flanking the south African cratons [12,14], a systematic seismic investigation of small-scale convection on the regional scale has yet to be performed.

Recent broadband seismic experiments in southern Africa collected a large volume of seismic data to characterize the upper mantle beneath the study area. High-velocity features have been verified to depths of at least 250 km, and perhaps up to 300 km in local regions beneath the cratons [15,16]. At greater depth, the spatial correlation between high-velocity anomalies and the cratons breaks down. This can be explained either by a limited depth extent of the continental keel or, as evidence presented in this paper indicates, by an increasing importance of compositional effects on seismic velocity in the deep mantle.

The thermal state of the mantle transition zone can also be constrained by mapping the mantle discontinuities near 410 and 660 km depth, which correspond to the phase transitions from α-olivine to β-spinel (wadsleyite) and from γ-spinel (ringwoodite) to (Mg,Fe)SiO$_3$-perovskite plus (Mg,Fe)O-magnesiowüstite [17,18], respectively. The positive and negative Clapeyron slopes of the 410- and 660-km discontinuities, in that order, dictate a thinning of the mantle transition zone in the presence of thermal upwelling. For the same reason, a cold thermal anomaly penetrating the transition zone induces a thicker-than-normal transition zone [19]. Compositional variations in the transition zone, such as water content, may also affect the transition zone structure. Examining the transition zone thickness can thereby shed insight into the mantle structure and geophysical processes beneath southern Africa.

Using P-to-S conversions from roughly 1300 seismograms, Gao et al. [20] determined that the mean transition zone thickness beneath the study area is about the same as the global average. They suggested that the transition zone is not anomalously hot, in disagreement with the inference from the attenuation structure in the transition zone [4]. To reconcile this controversy and to obtain additional constraints on the depth of the cratonic roots and the role of cold thermal downwellings in the upper mantle bordering the cratons, we carried out further investigation of the mantle transition zone beneath the study area using a substantially greater number of useful seismic arrivals (~3350 seismograms) than in the previous study. We removed the effect of lateral velocity heterogeneity on the waveforms to obtain a more coherent stacking of the converted phases from upper mantle discontinuities. We documented the shoaling of the 410-km discontinuity and the deepening of the 660-km discontinuity beneath the oldest parts of the Archaean cratons. The relation between the transition zone discontinuities and tomographically imaged seismic velocities [15,16], which were unavailable in the study by Gao et al. [20], reveals the presence of excess water in a relatively cold mantle transition beneath the Archaean cratons. Furthermore, the spatial correlation between surface geology, high velocities beneath the cratons, and the transition zone structure strongly indicates that the continental keels beneath southern Africa extend to the transition zone, substantially deeper than previously suggested.

2. Data processing and signal analysis

We used teleseismic body waves recorded by two temporary seismic networks in southern Africa (Fig. 1) to detect the conversion of compressional waves to shear waves at upper mantle seismic discontinuities (P$_d$s, where d stands for depth). The networks were deployed as part of the Kaapvaal experiment [15,16] and Kimberley array from April 1997 to July 1999, and from December 1998 to July 1999, respectively. The networks included more than 100 seismic stations extending from Cape Town, South Africa, to regions of Zimbabwe and Botswana. We inspected waveforms representing 283 teleseismic earthquakes of magnitude 5.5 and greater. The waveforms were windowed between 80 s before the P-wave arrival and 5 s before the PP arrival and were filtered using a two-pass Butterworth filter. Filtered waveforms having noise levels less than 0.1 times the amplitude of the direct P-wave on the vertical component were selected for analysis. We defined noise levels as the standard deviation
of the radial values in the 80-s window preceding the P-wave arrival. The vertical P-wave components were deconvolved from the radial components to produce the radial receiver functions, which isolate the S energy converted from the incident P energy [21,22]. We selected a total of 3354 radial receiver functions for analysis, $\sim 2.5$ times the number used in the previous study of Gao et al. [20].

Significant lateral variations exist in both the crustal thickness and mantle velocities beneath the study area [23,15,16]. To account for these variations, we used multi-channel waveform cross-correlation [24] to measure relative travel time delays across the seismic networks and averaged them for each station in $10^\circ$ azimuthal bins. We assumed that relative travel time delays across the array are due primarily to velocity heterogeneity in the crust and the upper 400 km of the mantle. The azimuthally dependent delays served as a first-order approximation to correct receiver functions for velocity heterogeneity in the crust.

Fig. 2. (a) The map view displays variations in transition zone thickness with respect to the iasp91 model. A 1-s change in differential time is equivalent to about a 10-km change in the transition zone thickness. Dashed lines outline the boundaries of the geological provinces shown in Fig. 1. (b) Waveforms of the stacked receiver functions along the profile A–A’ in panel a and their 95% confidence limits estimated by bootstrap. Arrival times of P410s and P660s are connected across the traces. Amplitudes are relative, because non-linear stacking does not preserve amplitudes. (c) Waveforms of the stacked receiver functions along the profile B–B’. Correlated changes in P410s and P660s times reflect remaining velocity heterogeneity in the crust and upper 400-km mantle, where the two phases have nearly identical paths. (d) Waveforms of the stacked receiver functions along the profile C–C’.
and mantle beneath the stations with respect to predicted P_dS arrival times from the iasp91 global model [25].

Because the amplitude of the P-to-S conversions at the upper mantle seismic discontinuities was only a few percent of the incident P-wave, we stacked the waveforms to improve the quality of the signal (P_dS). We split the study area into an array of overlapping circular bins. To ensure signal quality, we only analyzed bins having at least 64 traces in the transition zone, so that the noise levels in the stacked receiver functions (∼0.01 or less times the amplitude of P-wave on the vertical component in linear stacks) are several times lower than the amplitude of the converted phases from the transition zone discontinuities. We compared the results from 2°- and 1°-radius bins and we chose 2° bins in order to maximize spatial coverage while maintaining signal quality. Receiver functions of P_dS paths piercing the same bin at a given depth in the mantle were gathered and stacked [26,27] using an nth root (n = 2) stacking process [28]. The non-linear stacking process enhanced coherent signals and suppressed random noise. We used a bootstrap resampling method [29] to determine the arrival times of the signals in stacked traces and their 95% confidence limits.

3. Results

The stacked receiver functions (Fig. 2) show clear arrivals from the 410- and 660-km discontinuities (P410s and P660s, respectively), as well as a negative polarity phase from a seismic discontinuity near 590 km depth [30]. Variations in transition zone thickness – or the difference between the observed P660s–P410s differential times and the predicted iasp91 values [25] – reveal distinct differences between the early Archaean cratons and later formed terrains (Figs. 2 and 3). The transition zone beneath the Zimbabwe and Kaapvaal cratons is thicker than in the iasp91 model.

Fig. 3. Observed P660s–P410s times and uncertainties (1σ) across transect C–C’ in Fig. 2a. The iasp91 predicted differential time and approximate geologic boundaries are shown with dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
and the global average by up to 20 km. Lateral velocity heterogeneity in the transition zone [15,16] introduces ±2-km variation in the apparent transition zone thickness, within the uncertainty caused by receiver function noise. The thicker-than-normal transition zone correlates with patches of high-velocity anomalies that extend to at least 250 km depth [15,16]. A transition zone of normal value appears between the two cratons, coinciding surficially with the Bushveld province. A marginally thinner-than-normal transition zone exists at the post-Archaean Namaqua-Natal and Cape Fold belts, which correlates with a relatively thin lithosphere [15]. A notable exception is a thicker-than-normal transition zone near the boundary between the Kheis thrust belt and the Namaqua-Natal belt.

The P660s–P410s differential time varies laterally by up to 3.0 ± 0.5 s. This corresponds to a ~30 ± 5-km difference in transition zone thickness from the Cape Fold belt to the nearby cratons. Fig. 2b–d shows SSE–NNW and NNE–SSW transects of the stacked receiver functions. With the exception of the anomaly at the boundary between the Kheis thrust belt and the Namaqua-Natal belt, P410s and P660s times are anti-correlated in areas with a thickened transition zone (Figs. 2 and 4). Anti-correlation of the P410s phases suggests that the thickening of the transition zone beneath the cratons results from both the shoaling of the 410-km discontinuity and the deepening of the 660-km discontinuity. At the boundary between the Kheis thrust belt and the Namaqua-Natal belt, the large reduction in P410s time and the lack of increase in P660s time (Fig. 2c) suggest that the transition zone thickness anomaly results primarily from the shoaling of the 410-km discontinuity.

4. Discussion

The transition zone structure beneath southern Africa appears unaffected by thermal upwelling in the lower mantle. Although the transition zone thickness is marginally thinner-than-normal beneath the Namaqua-Natal and Cape Fold belts, the thicker-than-normal transition zone beneath the expansive Zimbabwe and Kaapvaal cratons and the normal transition zone beneath the Bushveld province suggest that the upper mantle is not anomalously warm. The average transition zone thickness over the imaged area is ~5 km greater than in the iasp91 average earth model. The signature of the thermal upwelling is thereby confined to the lower mantle beneath the study area [20]. We note that this observation does not rule out the possibility of upwelling of ambient mantle without large excess temperature in the transition zone beneath regions off the Zimbabwe and Kaapvaal cratons.

If temperature variation is the sole cause of the transition zone thickness anomaly beneath the study area, the thickening of the transition zone beneath the Zimbabwe and Kaapvaal cratons corresponds to a temperature reduction of ~160 K, given Clapeyron slopes of 2.9 and −2.1 MPa/K for the 410- and 660-km discontinuities, respectively [31]. This simple explanation, however, is
inconsistent with tomographically imaged seismic velocities in the transition zone. The bulk sound velocity perturbations within the transition zone, calculated from P- and S-velocity models [15,16], do not follow the expected correlation between velocity anomaly and transition zone thickness variation from the thermal effect (Fig. 5); the bins with the thickest transition zone are associated with generally low average bulk sound velocities. In the following sections we examine the individual effects of mantle composition and temperature on the phase transformations identified with the seismic discontinuities in order to assess the causes of the variations in the transition zone in the presence of continental keels and the presumed lower mantle upwelling.

4.1. Compositional and thermal implications

Compositional variations, such as iron enrichment, can elevate the 410-km discontinuity. The effect of moderate iron enrichment on the olivine-wadsleyite phase transformation is small, however, relative to the variations in the depth to the discontinuity observed beneath the study area. A 14% increase in Fe content is calculated to reduce the depth to the 410-km discontinuity by 3–4 km [32]. Furthermore, the bulk of the cratons are depleted in iron except for the Bushveld province (Fig. 1), where iron enrichment is suggested to be responsible for the lower seismic velocities observed in the P- and S-wave tomographic inversions [15,16]. The fact that the tran-
sition zone thickness beneath the Bushveld province does not significantly differ from the normal value is consistent with the predicted relatively small influence of iron on the depth of the phase transformation.

Water is another plausible compositional agent that could affect the depths to the 410- and 660-km seismic discontinuities. Theoretical calculations predict that rich H$_2$O content within the olivine–wadsleyite transformation stabilizes β-spinel, resulting in a shallower and broader 410-km discontinuity than in the mantle of normal H$_2$O value [33]. A mantle source with 500 ppm H$_2$O, for example, is calculated to have an α–β phase transformation that averages 8 km shallower than a dry mantle source. Recent laboratory results confirm that the presence of water within the mantle will reduce the depth to the 410-km discontinuity by up to 8 km [34]. The laboratory results suggest, however, that water will sharpen, not broaden, the 410-km seismic discontinuity. In a water-saturated mantle, the α–β phase transformation occurs over an interval of 9 km. We observed P410s with a dominant wavelength of $\sim$15 km beneath the Zimbabwe and Kaapvaal cratons. Observation of the converted phases at this wavelength indicates that the α–β phase transformation beneath the cratons occurs over a depth interval of less than $\sim$15 km, consistent with the laboratory results and the results of Gao et al. [20], who reported an $\sim$8-km discontinuity. Additionally, the spinel–postspinel phase boundary (the 660-km discontinuity) has been found to move to greater depth by $\sim$6 km in hydrous conditions compared to that in a dry mantle [35].

The transition zone is a plausible major water reservoir within the mantle. The water storage potential per unit mass of (Mg,Fe)$_2$SiO$_4$ wadsleyite and ringwoodite is 2–3 wt% [36,37]. Given experimental constraints on water partitioning in the MgO–SiO$_2$–H$_2$O system [38], a pyrolitic mantle transition zone could store up to 1.3–2 wt% H$_2$O. In the early Earth’s mantle, the transition zone was likely to be relatively enriched in water [39]. Petrological results indicate that Archaean komatiites from southern Africa contain considerable quantities of water (>4% wt), suggesting the presence of water in their sources [40,41]. The south African cratons were formed rapidly in the presence of subduction zones [5,6] and subducting lithosphere may supply water to the transition zone [42,43]. A cold transition zone would be a particularly likely place for accumulation of excess water due to higher water solubility than in ambient mantle [44,45], especially during the Archaean. Water exsolution below 660 km and heavy melts above the 410-km discontinuity could prevent convective mixing of water throughout the mantle over time [46].

Excess water and other moderate compositional anomalies in the Earth’s mantle, however, also fail to fully explain the 20-km increase in the transition zone thickness and the seismic velocities in the transition zone beneath the study area (Fig. 5). A water-saturated mantle would reduce the bulk sound velocities of wadsleyite and ringwoodite by $\sim$3.7% [47] and $\sim$4.0% [48], respectively, several times greater than the observed velocity anomaly. For comparison, a 600–800-K reduction in mantle temperature in the transition zone would increase seismic velocity by a similar magnitude [49]. The seismic velocity of the mantle transition zone could thus be strongly influenced by water enrichment and a water-rich and cold transition zone may be difficult to image tomographically because of the opposite effects of higher water content and lower temperature on seismic velocities. The same consideration should also be given in the interpretation of seismic velocity in shallower mantle [50] beneath continental keels.

We suggest that a water-enriched and cold transition zone best fits both the observed transition zone anomaly and velocity values. Assuming that temperature and water content are the dominant causes of variations in transition zone thickness and seismic velocity, we have:

$$\delta H_{\text{tz}} = a\Delta T + b\Delta OH$$
$$\delta V_{\text{tz}} = c\Delta T + d\Delta OH$$

where $\delta H_{\text{tz}}$ and $\delta V_{\text{tz}}$ are variations in transition zone thickness and bulk sound velocity, respectively, relative to an average earth. $\Delta T$ and $\Delta OH$ are excess temperature in K and percent of water saturation, respectively. For Clapeyron slopes of 2.9 and $-2.1$ MPa/K for the 410- and 660-km discontinuities [31], $a$ equals $-0.13$ km/K. Other
constants are $b$ (0.14 km per percent of water saturation [34,35]), $c$ ($-6 \times 10^{-5}$ l/K [49]), and $d$ ($-0.038$ per percent of water saturation [47,48]). Two simplifications in the equation require further experimental constraints: the change in the depth of the phase transition is likely a non-linear function of water content [33]; and water solubility is a function of temperature [44,45]. Assumptions in tomographic inversions (e.g. ray approximation of finite-frequency travel times and damping) introduce errors in the estimates of seismic velocities. To minimize observational errors in transition zone thickness and seismic velocities, we apply the above equation only to bins with at least 256 traces in the transition zone (Fig. 5). This stringent requirement effectively removes bins not directly beneath the array. The remaining bins are well sampled by crossing body wave ray paths and have estimated transition zone thicknesses within $\pm 3$ km. With these caveats and the safeguard, Eq. 1 yields that the transition zone anomaly beneath the Zimbabwe and Kaapvaal cratons can be explained by a combination of $-100$ K temperature reduction and an excess water content of 20–35% saturation (0.3–0.7 wt% H$_2$O, assuming that the water saturation limit for a pyrolitic transition zone is 1.3–2 wt%). The average level of excess water content in the transition zone beneath the study area is $\sim 8\%$ saturation, while the average temperature reduction is $\sim 25$ K.

Water may also provide a plausible explanation that reconciles the observed transition zone thickness and high attenuation (low $Q$) in the transition zone beneath the study area [4], although the latter is resolved at much greater length scales. Water enhances the mobility of defects and thus seismic attenuation in olivine [50]. The same theoretical consideration also suggests that water enhances attenuation in wadsleyite and ringwoodite (Karato, personal communication), though experimental constraints are currently unavailable. This interpretation implies that the effect of excess water in the transition zone is greater than that of temperature reduction. A more detailed attenuation study at the scales of the observed transition zone variation is needed to test this inference.

### 4.2. Geodynamic constraints

Numerical simulations of small-scale convection in the upper mantle provide important insights into the geodynamic processes that are associated with the transition zone thickness anomaly [51]. It has been suggested that small-scale edge-driven convection may produce cold downwellings adjacent to boundaries of lithosphere with large thermal contrast [13,14]. One characteristic of the predicted downwelling is that the temperature anomaly is largest near the base of the thick lithosphere and much reduced at great depth. The isolated shoaling of the 410-km discontinuity with no detectable corresponding deepening of the 660-km discontinuity near the boundary between the Kheis thrust belt and the Namaqua-Natal belt appears consistent with this scenario.

Small-scale downwelling, however, cannot explain the transition zone thickness anomaly beneath the Kaapvaal and Zimbabwe cratons. In models of small-scale convection that incorporate the transition zone phase transformations, downwelling is limited in the upper mantle [14,52]. Consequently, cold mantle accumulates and spreads above the 660-km discontinuity. For a moving plate, the downwelling is expected to leave a track of cold mantle within the transition zone in the direction of plate motion (Fig. 6a) [53,54]. Thus, if the downwelling mantle has temperature and compositional anomalies large enough to cause the variations in the depth to the 660-km discontinuity, it would produce a swath of anomalously thick transition zone that runs parallel to the track of plate motion. No such feature is observed (Fig. 2). The transition zone thickness anomalies beneath the Kaapvaal and Zimbabwe cratons are confined, with no apparent skewness in the direction of plate motion. The spatial correlation between surface geology and the transition zone structure requires that the thermal and compositional heterogeneity responsible for the 20-km increase in transition zone thickness move with the lithosphere. This implies that the cratonic keels extend into the transition zone (Fig. 6b). If thermal downwellling exists beneath the study area, its temperature
5. Conclusions

Variations in the transition zone structure beneath southern Africa correlate geographically with the surface geology and recent P- and S-wave imaging of the upper mantle beneath southern Africa. Patches of high seismic velocities beneath the Zimbabwe and Kaapvaal cratons in the upper 200–300-km mantle correspond spatially to the 20-km thicker-than-normal transition zone. A relatively cold ($\Delta T \sim 100$ K) and water-rich transition zone ($\Delta OH \sim 20$–35% saturation) best explains the seismic velocities and transition zone thickness anomaly beneath the cratons. Because the spatial correlation between surface geology and the transition zone structure requires that the thermal and compositional heterogeneity responsible for the 20-km increase in transition zone thickness move with the lithosphere – and there is no apparent thickness anomaly opposite the direction of plate motion – we conclude that the cratonic keels extend into the transition zone. How far cratonic roots penetrate into the mantle remains unknown, but evidence for a depressed 660-km discontinuity beneath the cratons indicates that the roots extend to at least the base of the upper mantle. Our findings demonstrate the need to closely consider the effect of water content on seismic velocities and transition zone thickness beneath deep continental roots. The results fundamentally constrain geodynamic models that seek to explain mantle dynamics, the plate tectonics of the African continent, and the depth and the stability of continental keels over geologic time.
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